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Amanecer in Tebaida , Colombia. They were representative from Colombia, Ecuador and
Venezuela, they agree that they were going to organized like nations to have links of
communications and see the possibilities to grow in each of the countries.
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RESOLUTIONS
Theme:
Initialy we decided that the meetings take place by areas that allow us to go foward in a concrete
way in different aspects, in this sense the areas where divided in: Organization, communication,
Kejiwaan and projects.
AREAS OF ORGANIZATION:
We desided to do a team with the members of the zone, that will take different responsabilities.
The positions approve where:
Publications: they will be encharge to coordinate with international publications of Subud, with
Paloma de la Viña, Elisa Sanchez and Fernando Fatah, that coordinate the programme of
publication in Spanish of the books about Bapak talks volums 5 to 20. Also the differents groups of
zone to determinate their needs about materials and books that they say to required them.
Encharge: Samuel Mark (Colombia)
Secretary: he will convoke the virtual meeting and will keep the reports of these meetings, will file
the documents of the zone ( list of the projects, annual informs of the situations of the countries,
etc).
Person encharge: We haven´t found someone yet ( Venezuela)
Treasure: will coordinate with the presidents of each country the policies of the recollection of
funds for the activities plan for the zone. Will propose the activities and actions that will allow to
grasp the funds.
To keep a control of expenses, also the way we use the resources, their procidur of the source etc,
that we are able to keep the transparency of the sources.
Person Encharge: we haven´t found someone yet (Ecuador)
Correspondent of communication: Each country should field a correspondent of the zone bulletin,
that should send the communications that think that are important of their country that feel that
is important to put it in the bulletin of the zone. Digital publications that goes trimestral.
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The correspondent can call other correspondents in those groups that are far away and that
required it.

Encharge: Colombia: Muhamad Gutierrez
Ecuador and Venezuela: we haven´t decided yet
Projects: each country will have someone encharge for the project, that will filed the information
about the projects in their countries, the ones who would be evaluated by the counsel of the zone.
It is needed that there is a deep communication between the projects of each country and the
secretary of the zone with the idea to bring a file of this types of initiatives.
Encharge:
Ilaina Ramirez (Colombia)
Adelina Córtez (Ecuador)
Venezuela (not decided yet)
Report from the country: we had agry that the participants where the members that send a
report of the resources, own projects. Projects coordinated by the wins. Report that will be
actualize periodical with the ideas of monitoring the national situation in order of those variables.
Recolection of funds: we stablish a need to recollect a fund (one dollar per member) between the
members of the zone, for the execution of the different projects of the interchange of the
kejiwaan that take place.
Venezuela and Ecuador had agreed to give in dollars.
Colombia saids the fallowing: “Because of the economical situation that it is possible to
compromise in this moment to make the monthly contribution of one dollar per month by a
member of Subud Colombia for the zone 8. Knowing the importance of this matter the National
Comity from Subud Colombia will analyse and propose alternatives for the generation fo resources
for zone 8.
Area of Comunications:
We inform the creation of two spaces for the difution of the own information of the zone.
The Blog, it is a destinate space for the members, the publication of events activities, celebrations
and particular peculiarities of the zone.
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The digital bulletin, it is more ofitial than the blog, it will be used to develop the information of
national characteristic, which interest can be between zone, that can be for the integration etc.
Like this information of International character that come from WSA and come from any other
Subud organism also of regional interest, and the desitions that make the zone between other
aspects.
Like part of the communication of the countries of the zone of those members because of the time
in Subud, their cualities, duties or any characteristic of interest should be known by the region. So
that we build a conceptual imagen based on the people from the zone, we start to built a
conception of the zone.
Through the bulletin we will try to create an conceptual image of the zone, like space to get
together. That have the same ideas for the perspective international of their countries and
members, with the ida that we have a zonal identity and also their potentials, services and
benefits that this structure bring for the Subud members in general.
The coordination and elaboration of the blog and the zone bulletin it will be incharge by the zone
representative and their group representative that send the valid information.
Area Kejiwaan:
We had agreed to make a police of interchange of helpers between the three countries so that
eventually that we found the funds for this matter, plan the visitis of the helpers in Ecuador,
Colombia and Venezuela to the different groups and members. The travels will start with the visit
of Colombia helpers to Ecuador and Venezuela.
Zone Latihan: we had decided to resive a latihan for the zone, taking advantage that most of the
members we have the same hour. We desided that we are going to reseived a latihan between
the member of the zone, with the idea that the feelings become stronger in unity, affinity and
brotherhood.
We decided to make gatherings of brotherhood and interchange kejiwaan in the frontiers, one
between Colombia, and Venezuela to take place in the city of Cucuta and the otherone between
Colombia and Ecuador, in the city of Popayan, with the idea to facilitate the meetings in a larger
group of members, and to propose activities of interchange in the spiritual area that promote the
relation between members.
Subud of countries that are brothers. That will bring happiness and will encourage the members
that will be involve in this type of experiences.
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In the coordination of the interchanges of the gatherings and different aspects of the kejiwaan
should participate the kejiwaan counselors of each country, that are members from the zone
counseling.
Project Areas:
We decided to promote between the countries of the zone, some projects that are already taking
place for this porpose we are going to do a data base or basic register of the projects that we
already have, that the zone can desided which of those project can be promoted in the region and
also star the activities that we consider that are necessary, conferences, talks, digital difution,
promotion of the concept of the projects, meetings etc.
Between the projects that until know could be assume in the next month are:
1. ICDP(International Child Development Programme). Ecuador and Venezuela had shown
interest in this project.
2. Net of opportunities for the success of Subud, projects develop by the group of Cali in
Colombia.
Beside we approve the development of own projects of the zone that allow in some way get
funds, by this statement we could do an interchange of profetionals, with experience that can
be good for some kind of public, that will organized workshops for the Subud groups of the
members, and events that the benefits can be to the group organicer of the zone.
The treasurer should be encharge of make other projects to be able to get own funds to
organieze all the activities that are taking place inside the zone.
Other Items:
Next meeting: we plan to realice the next meeting of zone 8, in the year 2011 either in Caracas or
in Quito.
Virtual Meetings: between the annual meetings, we will realize virtual meetings Skype to follow up
and to propose new items about punctual matters.
Borders Kejiwaan meetings: In the year 2010 we had planed two kejiwaan gaderings, one in
Cucuta and the other one in Popayán.
Final Consideration:
After several test, about the zone and their feelings, we had conclude that the idea of the zone, It
is an act of love and generosity, that allow us touching spaces farder of our sourandings, is an
expretion of kidness with our brothers that we don´t know, that are fare from our local group, it is
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to recognize Subud like a community that it is farder than the one that we live in and we share the
interchange is a fundamental element for our grow and where we can develop the happiness of
knowing in our differences and coincidencies, to be aware of our concidence in the latihan of
Subud. To the point that we are a great family, always to be ready to promote the union of their
members, youth and elder, of them that are part of it.

